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The SRM ORIGIN PowerMeter, named for having all components designed by SRM - the original
PowerMeter, is designed as modular system offering limitless compatibility with exchangeable
spindles designed to accommodate a variety of frames including road, cross, mountain and track.
All SRM ORIGIN PowerMeters are CNC machined and made of 7075 Aluminum alloy for durable and
reliable performance. The design of each spider was improved for lightweight but accurate measurement
of ±1%. We offer the option to run the PowerMeter on non-rechargeable
batteries with a battery life of 1900 hours or go with the rechargeable option
offering 100 hours of battery run time (Not available on all PowerMeter models).
SRM offers the ORIGIN in several versions and the modular foundation brings a
“build your own” experience to customers. Start with a crank arm, 120 grams of the
highest caliber carbon with LOOK’s Tri-Lobe Technology, allowing one crank arm to
function in three lengths: 170mm, 172,5mm, 175mm. Or go with German manufacturer
THM and its lightest crank setup. For our entry level customer we also offer a stiff
SRM aluminum crank option. Then choose your chainring setup; ORIGIN Road is
compatible with both double and single rings in a 110 asymmetrical configuration.
Lastly, select your spindle type and length – both 30mm and 24mm are available in
a number of lengths to fit almost every frame currently on the market. Whatever your
setup you can be sure that the flexibility of the ORIGIN system will be compatible with
endless combinations and options available to suit your desire!
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24 steel and 30 mm aluminum axle option
Compatible with all standard road 24 and 30mm BB’s
4-hole 110 asymmetric BCD
Q-Factor: 148,5 mm
ANT+™ compatibility
Chainring compatibility:
2x11: Shimano FC-R9100 and 9000 /
SRM 11-speed / Carbon-Ti
1x11: BOR Germany One
Chainring options:
2x11: 50/34, 52/36, 53/39 (others on request)
1x11: 34T and higher
Crank option:
THM (single crank length, 218g/both cranks)
Look (Tri-Lobe design 252g/both cranks)
SRM (stiff aluminum entry level crank 438g/both cranks)
Crank length:
THM 165, 170, 172.5, 175 mm
Look 170, 172.5, 175 mm (Tri-Lobe)
SRM 160, 165, 167.5, 170, 172.5, 175 mm
Battery option:
1900 h battery life (non-rechargeable)
100 h battery run time (rechargeable)
Weight: starting at 590 g

TRACK

MTB

■■ Axle option:
Short axle for narrow Q-Factor (144,5 mm)
Standard axle for standard Road bike setup (148,5 mm)
■■ 24mm steel axle to fit Standard 24mm BB’s
■■ 5-hole 144 Track BCD
■■ No chainring included
■■ ANT+™ compatibility
■■ Battery option:
1900 h battery life (non-rechargeable)
100 h battery run time (rechargeable)
■■ Crank option:
THM (single crank length, 218g/both cranks)
Look (Tri-Lobe design 252g/both cranks)
SRM (stiff aluminum entry level crank 438g/both cranks)
■■ Crank length:
THM 165, 170, 172.5, 175 mm
Look 170, 172.5, 175 mm (Tri-Lobe)
SRM 160, 165, 167.5, 170, 172.5, 175 mm
■■ Weight: starting at 694 g
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30 mm aluminum axle
Compatible with all Standard MTB 30mm BB’s
Boost and Standard chain line compatibility
Two different axle lengths to achieve two Q-factors (162/168 mm)
4-hole 104 BCD
Absolute Black round or oval chainrings (others on request)
Chainring options: 32T - 38T
10-, 11- and 12-speed compatible (Shimano, SRAM)
Rechargeable only / 100 h of battery run time
ANT+™ compatibility
Crank option:
THM (single crank length, 218g/both cranks)
Look (Tri-Lobe design 252g/both cranks)
SRM (stiff aluminum entry level crank 438g/both cranks)
■■ Crank length:
THM 165, 170, 172.5, 175 mm
Look 170, 172.5, 175 mm (Tri-Lobe)
SRM 160, 165, 167.5, 170, 172.5, 175 mm
■■ Weight: starting at 490 g
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